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Statistics for Health Care Professionals - James E. Veney 2009-08-07
Statistics for Health Care Professionals: Working with Excel (second
edition) is written in a clear, easily followed style keyed to the powerful
statistical tool, Microsoft Excel 2007. It introduces the use of statistics
applicable to health administration, health policy, public health, health
information management, and other professions, emphasizing the logic
of probability and statistical analysis in all areas. Coverage includes data
acquisition, data display, basics of probability, data distributions,
confidence limits and hypothesis testing, statistical tests for categorical
data, tests for related and unrelated data, analysis of variance, simple
linear regression, multiple regression, and analysis with a dichotomous
categorical dependent variable. A glossary and section-by-section review
questions round out this uniquely comprehensive and accessible text.
Tutorials in Biostatistics, Tutorials in Biostatistics - Ralph B.
D'Agostino 2004-11-30
The Tutorials in Biostatistics have become a very popular feature of the
prestigious Wiley journal, Statistics in Medicine (SIM). The introductory
style and practical focus make them accessible to a wide audience
including medical practitioners with limited statistical knowledge. This
book represents the second of two volumes presenting the best tutorials
published in SIM, focusing on statistical modeling of complex data.
Topics include clustered data, hierarchical models, mixed models,
genetic modeling, and meta-analysis. Each tutorial is focused on a
medical problem, has been fully peer-reviewed and edited, and is
authored by leading researchers in biostatistics. Many articles include an
appendix on the latest developments since publication in the journal and
additional references. This will appeal to statisticians working in medical
research, as well as statistically-minded clinicians, biologists,
epidemiologists and geneticists. It will also appeal to graduate students
of biostatistics.
Brief Guidelines for Methods and Statistics in Medical Research Jamalludin Ab Rahman 2015-10-22
This book serves as a practical guide to methods and statistics in medical
research. It includes step-by-step instructions on using SPSS software for
statistical analysis, as well as relevant examples to help those readers
who are new to research in health and medical fields. Simple texts and
diagrams are provided to help explain the concepts covered, and print
screens for the statistical steps and the SPSS outputs are provided,
together with interpretations and examples of how to report on findings.
Brief Guidelines for Methods and Statistics in Medical Research offers a
valuable quick reference guide for healthcare students and practitioners
conducting research in health related fields, written in an accessible
style.
Statistical Methods in Laboratory Medicine - Paul W. Strike 1991
Essential Statistical Methods for Medical Statistics - J. Philip Miller
2010-11-08
Essential Statistical Methods for Medical Statistics presents only key
contributions which have been selected from the volume in the
Handbook of Statistics: Medical Statistics, Volume 27 (2009). While the
use of statistics in these fields has a long and rich history, the explosive
growth of science in general, and of clinical and epidemiological sciences
in particular, has led to the development of new methods and innovative
adaptations of standard methods. This volume is appropriately focused
for individuals working in these fields. Contributors are internationally
renowned experts in their respective areas. · Contributors are
internationally renowned experts in their respective areas · Addresses
emerging statistical challenges in epidemiological, biomedical, and
pharmaceutical research · Methods for assessing Biomarkers, analysis of
competing risks · Clinical trials including sequential and group
sequential, crossover designs, cluster randomized, and adaptive designs ·
Structural equations modelling and longitudinal data analysis
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Programs for Health Services Research, Health Statistics and
Medical Libraries, Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Public
Health and Emviornment ... 93-1, on H.R. 7274 ..., and H.R. 6387,
H.R. 6586, and H.R. 6590 ..., May 10, 11, and 14, 1973 - United
States. Congress. House. Interstate and Foreign Commerce 1973
Principles of Medical Statistics - Sir Austin Bradford Hill 1971
Medical Statistics - Belinda Barton 2014-10-06
Medical Statistics provides the necessary statistical tools to enable
researchers to undertake and understand evidence-based clinical
research. It is a practical guide to conducting statistical research and
interpreting statistics in the context of how the participants were
recruited, how the study was designed, what types of variables were
used, what effect size was found, and what the P values mean. It guides
researchers through the process of selecting the correct statistics and
show how to best report results for presentation and publication. Clear
and concise explanations, combined with plenty of examples and
tabulated explanations are based on the authors’ popular medical
statistics courses. The table of contents is divided into sections according
to whether data are continuous or categorical in nature as this
distinction is fundamental to selecting the correct statistics. Each
chapter provides a clear step-by-step guide to each statistical test with
practical instructions on how to generate and interpret the numbers, and
present the results as scientific tables or graphs. The chapters conclude
with critical appraisal guidelines to help researchers review the
reporting of results from each type of statistical test. This new edition
includes a new chapter on repeated measures and mixed models and a
helpful glossary of terms provides an easy reference that applies to all
chapters.
Medical Statistics from Scratch - David Bowers 2008-04-15
This long awaited second edition of this bestseller continues toprovide a
comprehensive, user friendly, down-to-earth guide toelementary
statistics. The book presents a detailed account ofthe most important
procedures for the analysis of data, from thecalculation of simple
proportions, to a variety of statisticaltests, and the use of regression
models for modeling of clinicaloutcomes. The level of mathematics is
kept to a minimum to make thematerial easily accessible to the novice,
and a multitude ofillustrative cases are included in every chapter, drawn
from thecurrent research literature. The new edition has beencompletely
revised and updated and includes new chapters on basicquantitative
methods, measuring survival, measurement scales,diagnostic testing,
bayesian methods, meta-analysis and systematicreviews. "... After years
of trying and failing, this is the only book onstatistics that i have
managed to read and understand" - NaveedKirmani, Surgical Registrar,
South London Healthcare HHS Trust,UK
Medical Statistics - Michael J. Campbell 1999-09-01
This best selling book on medical statistics has been updated and
expanded to take into account recent developments and trends in the
way statistics is taught and used in medicine and has new sections on
summarising qualitative data including measures such as number needed
to treat, logistic regression, quasi-experimental studies, and cluster
randomised trials. It uses real examples taken from current literature
and is highly readable and easy-to-use. Written by two experts with wide
teaching and consulting experience, the book is designed for medical
students and nurses but will also be invaluable to practising doctors
wishing to remind themselves of the essentials of statistical design and
interpretation.
Principles of Medical Statistics - Alvan R. Feinstein 2001-09-14
The get-it-over-with-quickly approach to statistics has been encouraged and often necessitated - by the short time allotted to it in most
curriculums. If included at all, statistics is presented briefly, as a task to
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be endured mainly because pertinent questions may appear in
subsequent examinations for licensure or other certifications. However,
in later professional activities, clinicians and biomedical researchers will
constantly be confronted with reports containing statistical expressions
and analyses. Not just a set of cookbook recipes, Principles of Medical
Statistics is designed to get you thinking about data and statistical
procedures. It covers many new statistical methods and approaches like
box plots, stem and leaf plots, concepts of stability, the bootstrap, and
the jackknife methods of resampling. The book is arranged in a logical
sequence that advances from simple to more elaborate results. The text
describes all the conventional statistical procedures, and offers
reasonably rigorous accounts of many of their mathematical
justifications. Although the conventional mathematical principles are
given a respectful account, the book provides a distinctly clinical
orientation with examples and teaching exercises drawn from real world
medical phenomena. Statistical procedures are an integral part of the
basic background needed by biomedical researchers, students, and
clinicians. Containing much more than most elementary texts, Principles
of Medical Statistics fills the gap often found in the current curriculum.
It repairs the imbalance that gives so little attention to the role of
statistics as a prime component of basic biomedical education.
Presenting Medical Statistics from Proposal to Publication - Janet
L. Peacock 2017
As many medical and healthcare researchers have a love-hate
relationship with statistics, the second edition of this practical reference
book may make all the difference. Using practical examples, mainly from
the authors' own research, the book explains how to make sense of
statistics, turn statistical computer output into coherent information, and
help decide which pieces of information to report and how to present
them. The book takes you through all the stages of the research process,
from the initial research proposal, through ethical approval and data
analysis, to reporting on and publishing the findings. Helpful tips and
information boxes, offer clear guidance throughout, including easily
followed instructions on how to: -develop a quantitative research
proposal for ethical/institutional approval or research funding -write up
the statistical aspects of a paper for publication -choose and perform
simple and more advanced statistical analyses -describe the statistical
methods and present the results of an analysis. This new edition covers a
wider range of statistical programs - SAS, STATA, R, and SPSS, and
shows the commands needed to obtain the analyses and how to present
it, whichever program you are using. Each specific example is annotated
to indicate other scenarios that can be analysed using the same methods,
allowing you to easily transpose the knowledge gained from the book to
your own research. The principles of good presentation are also covered
in detail, from translating relevant results into suitable extracts, through
to randomised controlled trials, and how to present a meta-analysis. An
added ingredient is the inclusion of code and datasets for all analyses
shown in the book on our website (http://medical-statistics.info). Written
by three experienced biostatisticians based in the UK and US, this is a
step-by-step guide that will be invaluable to researchers and
postgraduate students in medicine, those working in the professions
allied to medicine, and statisticians in consultancy roles.
The Essentials of Biostatistics for Physicians, Nurses, and
Clinicians - Michael R. Chernick 2011-09-27
A fundamental and straightforward guide to using and understanding
statistical concepts in medical research Designed specifically for
healthcare practitioners who need to understand basic biostatistics but
do not have much time to spare, The Essentials of Biostatistics for
Physicians, Nurses and Clinicians presents important statistical methods
used in today's biomedical research and provides insight on their
appropriate application. Rather than provide detailed mathematics for
each of these methods, the book emphasizes what healthcare
practitioners need to know to interpret and incorporate the latest
biomedical research into their practices. The author draws from his own
experience developing and teaching biostatistics courses for physicians
and nurses, offering a presentation that is non-technical and accessible.
The book begins with a basic introduction to the relationship between
biostatistics and medical research, asking the question "why study
statistics?," while also exploring the significance of statisitcal methods in
medical literature and clinical trials research. Subsequent chapters
explore key topics, including: Correlation, regression, and logistic
regression Diagnostics Estimating means and proportions Normal
distribution and the central limit theorem Sampling from populations
Contingency tables Meta-analysis Nonparametric methods Survival
analysis Throughout the book, statistical methods that are often utilized
statistics-in-medicine

in biomedical research are outlined, including repeated measures
analysis of variance, hazard ratios, contingency tables, log rank tests,
bioequivalence, cross-over designs, selection bias, and group sequential
methods. Exercise sets at the end of each chapter allow readers to test
their comprehension of the presented concepts and techniques. The
Essentials of Biostatistics for Physicians, Nurses, and Clinicians is an
excellent reference for doctors, nurses, and other practicing clinicians in
the fields of medicine, public health, pharmacy, and the life sciences who
need to understand and apply statistical methods in their everyday work.
It also serves as a suitable supplement for courses on biostatistics at the
upper-undergraduate and graduate levels.
Epidemiology and Medical Statistics - 2007-11-21
This volume, representing a compilation of authoritative reviews on a
multitude of uses of statistics in epidemiology and medical statistics
written by internationally renowned experts, is addressed to statisticians
working in biomedical and epidemiological fields who use statistical and
quantitative methods in their work. While the use of statistics in these
fields has a long and rich history, explosive growth of science in general
and clinical and epidemiological sciences in particular have gone through
a see of change, spawning the development of new methods and
innovative adaptations of standard methods. Since the literature is highly
scattered, the Editors have undertaken this humble exercise to document
a representative collection of topics of broad interest to diverse users.
The volume spans a cross section of standard topics oriented toward
users in the current evolving field, as well as special topics in much need
which have more recent origins. This volume was prepared especially
keeping the applied statisticians in mind, emphasizing applicationsoriented methods and techniques, including references to appropriate
software when relevant. · Contributors are internationally renowned
experts in their respective areas · Addresses emerging statistical
challenges in epidemiological, biomedical, and pharmaceutical research ·
Methods for assessing Biomarkers, analysis of competing risks · Clinical
trials including sequential and group sequential, crossover designs,
cluster randomized, and adaptive designs · Structural equations
modelling and longitudinal data analysis
Nonlinear Models in Medical Statistics - James K. Lindsey 2001
This text provides an introduction to the use of nonlinear models in
medical statistics. It is a practical text rather than a theoretical one and
assumes a basic knowledge of statistical modelling and of generalized
linear models. It begins with a general introduction to nonlinear models,
comparing them to generalized linear models, descriptions of data
handling and formula definition and a summary of the principal types of
nonlinear regression formulae. There is an emphasis on techniques for
non-normal data. Following chapters provide detailed examples of
applications in various areas of medicine, epidemiology, clinical trials,
quality of life, pharmokinetics, pharmacodynamics, assays and
formulations, and moleuclar genetics.
Statistics for Medical Students - BB Mukhopadhyay 2007-05-30
Principles of Medical Statistics - A. Bradford Hill 1950
How to Report Statistics in Medicine - Thomas Allen Lang 2006
How to Report Statistics in Medicine presents a comprehensive and
comprehensible set of guidelines for reporting the statistical analyses
and research designs and activities commonly used in biomedical
research. Containing elements of a reference book, a style manual, a
dictionary, an encyclopedia, and a text book, it is the standard guide in
the fields of medical writing, scientific publications, and evidence-based
medicine throughout the world. Features: Specific, detailed guidelines
for reporting and interpreting statistics and research designs and
activities in biomedical science. Sample presentations that guide you in
reporting statistics correctly and completely. Coverage of current and
emerging topics in statistics and trial design. Written by a senior medical
writer and a senior biostatistician, the text is both clear and accurate,
and the information is complete and pragmatic. Designed for anyone who
needs to interpret or report statistics in medicine.
Statistics in Medicine - Indian Society for Medical Statistics.
Conference 1989
Bayesian Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Medical Treatments - Elias
Moreno 2019-01-30
Cost-effectiveness analysis is becoming an increasingly important tool for
decision making in the health systems. Cost-Effectiveness of Medical
Treatments formulates the cost-effectiveness analysis as a statistical
decision problem, identifies the sources of uncertainty of the problem,
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and gives an overview of the frequentist and Bayesian statistical
approaches for decision making. Basic notions on decision theory such as
space of decisions, space of nature, utility function of a decision and
optimal decisions, are explained in detail using easy to read
mathematics. Features Focuses on cost-effectiveness analysis as a
statistical decision problem and applies the well-established optimal
statistical decision methodology. Discusses utility functions for costeffectiveness analysis. Enlarges the class of models typically used in costeffectiveness analysis with the incorporation of linear models to account
for covariates of the patients. This permits the formulation of the group
(or subgroup) theory. Provides Bayesian procedures to account for model
uncertainty in variable selection for linear models and in clustering for
models for heterogeneous data. Model uncertainty in cost-effectiveness
analysis has not been considered in the literature. Illustrates examples
with real data. In order to facilitate the practical implementation of real
datasets, provides the codes in Mathematica for the proposed
methodology. The motivation for the book is to make the achievements in
cost-effectiveness analysis accessible to health providers, who need to
make optimal decisions, to the practitioners and to the students of health
sciences. Elías Moreno is Professor of Statistics and Operational
Research at the University of Granada, Spain, Corresponding Member of
the Royal Academy of Sciences of Spain, and elect member of ISI.
Francisco José Vázquez-Polo is Professor of Mathematics and Bayesian
Methods at the University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, and Head of
the Department of Quantitative Methods. Miguel Ángel Negrín is Senior
Lecturer in the Department of Quantitative Methods at the ULPGC. His
main research topics are Bayesian methods applied to Health Economics,
economic evaluation and cost-effectiveness analysis, meta-analysis and
equity in the provision of healthcare services.
Biostatistics for Medical and Biomedical Practitioners - Julien I. E.
Hoffman 2019-03-19
Basic Biostatistics for Medical and Biomedical Practitioners, Second
Edition makes it easier to plan experiments, with an emphasis on sample
size. It also shows what choices are available when simple tests are
unsuitable and offers investigators an overview of how the kinds of
complex tests that they won't do on their own work. The second edition
presents a new, revised and enhanced version of the chapters, taking
into consideration new developments and tools available, discussing
topics, such as the basic aspects of statistics, continuous distributions,
hypothesis testing, discrete distributions, probability in epidemiology and
medical diagnosis, comparing means, regression and correlation. This
book is a valuable source for students and researchers looking to expand
or refresh their understanding of statistics as it applies to the biomedical
and research fields. Based on the author’s 40+ years of teaching
statistics to medical fellows and biomedical researchers across a wide
range of fields, it is a valuable source for researchers who need to
understand more about biostatistics to apply it to their work. Introduces
procedures, such as multiple regression, Poisson distribution, binomial
and multinomial distributions, variance analysis, and how to design and
sample clinical trials Presents a new section on ANCOVA Gives
references to free online tests Includes over 200 diagrams, enabling the
reader to visualize the results Discusses NHST testing in detail, its
disadvantages, and how to think about probability
Sports Medicine Statistics, an Issue of Clinics in Sports Medicine Joseph M. Hart 2018-07-28
This issue of Clinics in Sports Medicine, guest edited by Drs. Joe Hart
and Stephen Thompson, will cover a variety of interesting topics
surrounding Sports Medicine Statistics. Subjects covered include, but
are not limited to: Fundamentals of Sports Analytics; Statistical
considerations for injury prevention in sports medicine; Mixed model
designs for sports medicine research; Clinical Trials in sports medicine:
design and analyses; Novel approaches to data presentation; Innovation
in analytics - new methods in sports medicine; Patient reported outcome
measures in sports medicine; Administrative Databases in sports
medicine; and Lessons from the MOON: How to perform multicenter
research in sports medicine.
Applied Medical Statistics - Jingmei Jiang 2021-09
An up-to-date exploration of foundational concepts in statistics and
probability for medical students and researchers Medical journals and
researchers are increasingly recognizing the need for improved
statistical rigor in medical science. In Applied Medical Statistics,
renowned statistician and researcher Dr. Jingmei Jiang delivers a clear,
coherent, and accessible introduction to basic statistical concepts, ideal
for medical students and medical research practitioners. The book will
help readers master foundational concepts in statistical analysis and
statistics-in-medicine
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assist in the development of a critical understanding of the basic
rationale of statistical analysis techniques. The distinguished author
presents information without assuming the reader has a background in
specialized mathematics, statistics, or probability. All of the described
methods are illustrated with up-to-date examples based on real-world
medical research, supplemented by exercises and case discussions to
help solidify the concepts and give readers an opportunity to critically
evaluate different research scenarios. Readers will also benefit from the
inclusion of: A thorough introduction to basic concepts in statistics,
including foundational terms and definitions, location and spread of data
distributions, population parameters estimation, and statistical
hypothesis tests Explorations of commonly used statistical methods,
including t-tests, analysis of variance, and linear regression Discussions
of advanced analysis topics, including multiple linear regression and
correlation, logistic regression, and survival analysis Substantive
exercises and case discussions at the end of each chapter Perfect for
postgraduate medical students, clinicians, and medical and biomedical
researchers, Applied Medical Statistics will also earn a place on the shelf
of any researcher with an interest in biostatistics or applying statistical
methods to their own field of research.
Basic Statistical Techniques for Medical and Other Professionals DAVID J. SMITH 2021-10-25
We are bombarded with statistical data each and every day, and
healthcare professionals are no exception. All segments of healthcare
rely on data provided by insurance companies, consultants, research
firms, and the federal government to help them make a host of decisions
regarding the delivery of medical services. But while these health
professionals rely on data, do they really make the best use of the
information? Not if they fail to understand whether the assumptions
behind the formulas generating the numbers make sense. Not if they
don't understand that the world of healthcare is flooded with inaccurate,
misleading, and even dangerous statistics. The purpose of this book is to
provide members of the medical community and other professions,
including scientists and engineers, with a basic understanding of
statistics and probability together with an explanation and worked
examples of the techniques. It does not seek to confuse the reader with
in-depth mathematics but provides basic methods for interpreting data
and making inferences. The worked examples are medically based, but
the principles apply to the analysis of any numerical data.
Medical Statistics at a Glance - Aviva Petrie 2009-07-27
Medical Statistics at a Glance is a concise and accessible introduction
and revision aid for this complex subject. The self-contained chapters
explain the underlying concepts of medical statistics and provide a guide
to the most commonly used statistical procedures. This new edition of
Medical Statistics at a Glance: Presents key facts accompanied by clear
and informative tables and diagrams Focuses on illustrative examples
which show statistics in action, with an emphasis on the interpretation of
computer data analysis rather than complex hand calculations Includes
extensive cross-referencing, a comprehensive glossary of terms and flowcharts to make it easier to choose appropriate tests Now provides the
learning objectives for each chapter Includes a new chapter on
Developing Prognostic Scores Includes new or expanded material on
study management, multi-centre studies, sequential trials, bias and
different methods to remove confounding in observational studies,
multiple comparisons, ROC curves and checking assumptions in a logistic
regression analysis The companion website at www.medstatsaag.com
contains supplementary material including an extensive reference list
and multiple choice questions (MCQs) with interactive answers for selfassessment. Medical Statistics at a Glance will appeal to all medical
students, junior doctors and researchers in biomedical and
pharmaceutical disciplines. Reviews of the previous editions "The more
familiar I have become with this book, the more I appreciate the clear
presentation and unthreatening prose. It is now a valuable companion to
my formal statistics course." –International Journal of Epidemiology "I
heartily recommend it, especially to first years, but it's equally
appropriate for an intercalated BSc or Postgraduate research. If
statistics give you headaches - buy it. If statistics are all you think about buy it." –GKT Gazette "...I unreservedly recommend this book to all
medical students, especially those that dislike reading reams of text. This
is one book that will not sit on your shelf collecting dust once you have
graduated and will also function as a reference book." –4th Year Medical
Student, Barts and the London Chronicle, Spring 2003
Statistical Tests in Medical Research - Jaykaran 2011
It is quite a difficult job for a medical researcher to apply an appropriate
statistical test for his/her study. Moreover, the books regarding the
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subject “Biostatistics” have not explored the topic in detail and this make
it an uphill task after referring these books. Nowadays, because of the
availability of statistical software, statistical tests can be performed
within the seconds but which test to choose for the analysis of data, is
still a problem. The author making an honest and humble effort to try to
deal with this confusing and difficult job and make this comprehensible
to the readers. All the steps which are needed in selection of statistical
tests are explained in detail.
Statistics for Laboratory Scientists and Clinicians - Anne McDonnell Sill
2021-07-08
Uses practical examples to teach laboratory scientists and research
clinicians how to accomplish statistical tasks confidently.
Statistical Methods for Dynamic Treatment Regimes - Bibhas
Chakraborty 2015-02-08
Statistical Methods for Dynamic Treatment Regimes shares state of the
art of statistical methods developed to address questions of estimation
and inference for dynamic treatment regimes, a branch of personalized
medicine. This volume demonstrates these methods with their conceptual
underpinnings and illustration through analysis of real and simulated
data. These methods are immediately applicable to the practice of
personalized medicine, which is a medical paradigm that emphasizes the
systematic use of individual patient information to optimize patient
health care. This is the first single source to provide an overview of
methodology and results gathered from journals, proceedings, and
technical reports with the goal of orienting researchers to the field. The
first chapter establishes context for the statistical reader in the
landscape of personalized medicine. Readers need only have familiarity
with elementary calculus, linear algebra, and basic large-sample theory
to use this text. Throughout the text, authors direct readers to available
code or packages in different statistical languages to facilitate
implementation. In cases where code does not already exist, the authors
provide analytic approaches in sufficient detail that any researcher with
knowledge of statistical programming could implement the methods from
scratch. This will be an important volume for a wide range of
researchers, including statisticians, epidemiologists, medical
researchers, and machine learning researchers interested in medical
applications. Advanced graduate students in statistics and biostatistics
will also find material in Statistical Methods for Dynamic Treatment
Regimes to be a critical part of their studies.
Statistics in Medical Research - E.A. Gehan 2012-10-23
In 1890, General Francis A. Walker, president of both the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and the American Statistical Association, wrote
There is reason to wish that all citizens, from the highest to the lowest,
might undergo so much of training in statistics as should enable them to
detect the errors lurking in quantitative statements regarding social and
economic matters which may ... be ad dressed to them as voters or as
critics of public policies. [E A. Walker, 1890; reprinted in Noether, 1989]
It has been more than a century since Walker stated his wish, but
progress has been slow, just as advancement in the establishment of
statistical principles and methodology has been laborious and difficult
over the centuries. We have tried to describe the milestones in this
development and how each generation of scientists built on the heritage
and foundations laid by their predecessors. Many historians dismiss the
"great man theory," which alleges that giant "leaps of human knowledge
are made by great thinkers who transcend the boundaries of their times;
great scientists don't leap outside their time, but somewhere else in their
own time" (Hevly, 1990). We found this to be the case in the history of
statistics. Even the innovative writings of Karl Pearson and Sir Ronald
Fisher that became the foundation of modern mathematical statistics
were the outcome of two centuries of antecedent ideas and information.
Strategy and Statistics in Clinical Trials - Joseph Tal 2011-07-14
Strategy and Statistics in Clinical Trials is for all individuals engaged in
clinical research, including professors, physicians, researchers in
corporate and government laboratories, nurses, members of the allied
health professions, and post-doctoral and graduate students who are
potentially less exposed to understanding the pivotal role of statistics. .
Enables nonstatisticians to better understand research processes and
statistics' role in these processes . Offers real-life case studies and
provides a practical, "how to" guide to biomedical R&D . Delineates the
statistical building blocks and concepts of clinical trials . Promotes
effective cooperation between statisticians and important other parties.
Annual Statistics of Medical School Libraries in the United States
and Canada - 1977
Statistical Methods in Diagnostic Medicine - Xiao-Hua Zhou
statistics-in-medicine
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2014-08-21
Praise for the First Edition " . . . the book is a valuable addition to the
literature in thefield, serving as a much-needed guide for both clinicians
andadvanced students."—Zentralblatt MATH A new edition of the
cutting-edge guide to diagnostic tests inmedical research In recent
years, a considerable amount of research has focusedon evolving
methods for designing and analyzing diagnostic accuracystudies.
Statistical Methods in Diagnostic Medicine, Second Editioncontinues to
provide a comprehensive approach to the topic, guidingreaders through
the necessary practices for understanding thesestudies and generalizing
the results to patient populations. Following a basic introduction to
measuring test accuracy andstudy design, the authors successfully define
various measures ofdiagnostic accuracy, describe strategies for
designing diagnosticaccuracy studies, and present key statistical
methods forestimating and comparing test accuracy. Topics new to the
SecondEdition include: Methods for tests designed to detect and locate
lesions Recommendations for covariate-adjustment Methods for
estimating and comparing predictive values andsample size calculations
Correcting techniques for verification and imperfect standardbiases
Sample size calculation for multiple reader studies when pilotdata are
available Updated meta-analysis methods, now incorporating
randomeffects Three case studies thoroughly showcase some of the
questions andstatistical issues that arise in diagnostic medicine, with
allassociated data provided in detailed appendices. A related web
sitefeatures Fortran, SAS®, and R software packages so thatreaders can
conduct their own analyses. Statistical Methods in Diagnostic Medicine,
Second Edition is anexcellent supplement for biostatistics courses at the
graduatelevel. It also serves as a valuable reference for clinicians
andresearchers working in the fields of medicine, epidemiology,
andbiostatistics.
Statistical Methods in Environmental Epidemiology - Duncan C. Thomas
2014-06-30
Environmental epidemiology is the study of the environmental causes of
disease in populations and how these risks vary in relation to intensity
and duration of exposure and other factors like genetic susceptibility. As
such, it is the basic science upon which governmental safety standards
and compensation policies for environmental and occupational exposure
are based. Profusely illustrated with examples from the epidemiologic
literature on ionizing radiation and air pollution, thistext provides a
systematic treatment of the statistical challenges that arise in
environmental health studies and the use epidemiologic data in
formulating public policy, at a level suitable for graduate students and
epidemiologic researchers.After a general overview of study design and
statistical methods for epidemiology generally, the book goes on to
address the problems that are unique to environmental health studies,
special-purpose designs like two-phase case-control studies and
countermatching, statistical methods for modeling exposure-timeresponse relationships, longitudinal and time-series studies, spatial and
ecologic methods, exposure measurement error, interactions, and
mechanistic models. It also discusses studiesaimed at evaluating the
public health benefits of interventions to improve the environment, the
use of epidemiologic data to establish environmental safety standards
and compensation policy, and concludes with emerging problems in
reproductive epidemiology, natural and man-made disasters like
globalwarming, and the global burden of environmentally caused
disease. No other book provides such a broad perspective on the
methodological challenges in this field at a level accessible to both
epidemiologists and statisticians.
Statistics for Health Care Research - Susan K. Grove 2007
nalysis techniques.
Statistics in Medicine - Robert H. Riffenburgh 2020-07-03
Statistics in Medicine, Fourth Edition, helps medical and biomedical
investigators design and answer questions about analyzing and
interpreting data and predicting the sample size required to achieve
useful results. It makes medical statistics easy for the non-biostatistician
by outlining common methods used in 90% of medical research. The text
covers how to plan studies from conception to publication, what to do
with data, and follows with step-by-step instructions for biostatistical
methods from the simplest levels, to more sophisticated methods now
used in medical articles. Examples from almost every medical specialty,
and from dentistry, nursing, pharmacy and health care management are
provided. This book does not require background knowledge of statistics
or mathematics beyond high school algebra and provides abundant
clinical examples and exercises to reinforce concepts. It is a valuable
source for biomedical researchers, healthcare providers and anyone who
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conducts research or quality improvement projects. Expands and revises
important topics, such as basic concepts behind descriptive statistics and
testing, descriptive statistics in three dimensions, the relationship
between statistical testing and confidence intervals, and more Presents
an easy-to-follow format with medical examples, step-by-step methods
and check-yourself exercises Explains statistics for users with little
statistical and mathematical background Encompasses all research
development stages, from conceiving a study, planning it in detail,
carrying out the methods, putting obtained data in analyzable form,
analyzing and interpreting the results, and publishing the study
A Review of Statistical Methods for Medical and Allied Health
Professionals - Antoine Al-Achi 2022-10-13
Statistics is a subject that benefits many other disciplines in its
application and has contributed tremendously to the advancement of
medicine. In recognition of the central role of statistics in the health
fields, certification agencies have incorporated this science into their
requirements for knowledge acquisition by their members. This
recognition is also reflected in the board exams, particularly those taken
for clinical board specialty certification tests. This book reinforces
statistical principles for those who have taken a course in the subject
during their years of education. It provides many examples and exercises
to allow the reader to review the material discussed. Its concise
presentation and the repetition of ideas throughout the text help solidify
the reader’s learning and retention of knowledge of the various topics
presented.
Medical Statistics and Computer Experiments - Ji-Qian Fang 2005
This textbook consists of three parts: basic concepts of statistics,
advanced statistical methods, and design and analysis for medical
research. Each chapter begins with challenging medical problems and
related statistical methods and theories; to make the statistical ideas
more easily understood, there is a section of “computer experiments” in
each chapter where some basic statistical phenomena and related
concepts are revealed. The statistical software SAS is used to carry out
related statistical calculations.The aim of this book is to make medical
students and researchers grasp easily the most useful tools of statistics
for their medical research. It is done through various applications to a
great number of medical problems, interesting demonstration of welldesigned computer experiments and detailed explanation of statistical
thinking.
Basic Statistics - A. Maxwell 1978-03-09
For many years now I have been required to give a series of elementary
lectures on statistics to medical students about to undertake a
postgraduate course in psychiatry. The declared aim of the course, for
which very limited time was available, was to provide the students with
some initial understanding of the statistical terminology and elementary
techniques to which other teachers, in particular psychologists and
sociologists, would be likely to refer in the course of their lectures. The
task was tricky for two reasons. In the first place most of the students
involved, despite their best intentions, had forgotten their school
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mathematics, and secondly no textbook existed at the right level of
difficulty which contained examples appropriate to these students' needs
and experience. The present book was written to fill the gap. Though pri
marily intended for psychiatrists, the book should prove very useful to
any student of the behavioural sciences who wants a simple introductory
course on the principles of experimental design and data analysis. It
must be one of the simplest text books on elementary statistics ever
written. I am indebted to the literary executor of the late Sir Ronald A.
Fisher, F.R.S., to Dr Frank Yates, F.R.S., and to Oliver & Boyd Ltd for
permission to reprint Tables 3 and 5 from their book Statistical Tables
for Biological, Agricultural and Medical Research.
Statistical Remedies for Medical Researchers - Peter F. Thall 2020-03-12
This book illustrates numerous statistical practices that are commonly
used by medical researchers, but which have severe flaws that may not
be obvious. For each example, it provides one or more alternative
statistical methods that avoid misleading or incorrect inferences being
made. The technical level is kept to a minimum to make the book
accessible to non-statisticians. At the same time, since many of the
examples describe methods used routinely by medical statisticians with
formal statistical training, the book appeals to a broad readership in the
medical research community.
Medical Statistics at a Glance Workbook - Aviva Petrie 2012-12-13
This comprehensive workbook contains a variety ofself-assessment
methods that allow readers to test theirstatistical knowledge, put it into
practice, and apply it in amedical context, while also providing guidance
when criticallyappraising published literature. It is designed to support
thebest-selling third edition of
ahref="http://eu.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-140518051X.
html"MedicalStatistics at a Glance/a, to which it is fullycross-referenced,
but may be used independently of it. Ideal for medical students, junior
doctors, researchers and anyoneworking in the biomedical and
pharmaceutical disciplines who wantsto feel more confident in basic
medical statistics, the titleincludes: • Over 80 MCQs, each testing
knowledge of a singlestatistical concept or aspect of study interpretation
• 29 structured questions to explore in greaterdepth several statistical
techniques or principles, including the choice of appropriate statistical
analyses and theinterpretation of study findings • Templates for the
appraisal of clinical trials andobservational studies, plus full appraisals of
two published papersto demonstrate the use of these templates in
practice • Detailed step-by-step analyses of two substantial datasets (also
available at
ahref="http://www.medstatsaag.com/"www.medstatsaag.com/a)
todemonstrate the application of statistical procedures to realliferesearch Medical Statistics at a Glance Workbook is the idealresource
to test statistical knowledge and improve analytical andinterpretational
skills. Additional resources are available at
ahref="http://www.medstatsaag.com/"www.medstatsaag.com/a,including
: • Excel datasets to accompany the data analysissection • Downloadable
PDFs of two templates for criticalappraisal • Links to online further
reading • Supplementary MCQs
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